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Our Mission 
CSIAC is chartered to leverage the best practices 
and expertise from government, industry, and 
academia in order to promote technology 
domain awareness and solve the most critically 
challenging scientific and technical (S&T) 
problems in the following areas: 

 i Cybersecurity and Information Assurance
 i So� ware Engineering 
 i Modeling and Simulation
 i Knowledge Management/Information Sharing

The primary activities focus on the collection, 
analysis, synthesis, processing, production 
and dissemination of Scientific and Technical 
Information (STI).

Our Vision
The goal of CSIAC is to facilitate the 
advancement of technological innovations 
and developments. This is achieved by 
conducting gap analyses and proactively 
performing research e� orts to fill the voids 
in the knowledge bases that are vital to our 
nation.  CSIAC provides access to a wealth 
of STI along with expert guidance in order to 
improve our strategic capabilities.

CSIAC is operated by Quanterion Solutions Inc and sponsored by the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)
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WHAT WE OFFER
We provide expert technical advice and 
assistance to our user community. CSIAC is a 
competitively procured, single award contract. 
The CSIAC contract vehicle has Indefinite 
Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (ID/IQ) provisions 
that allow us to rapidly respond to our users’ 
most important needs and requirements.

Custom solutions are delivered by executing 
user defined and funded CAT projects.
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 i Extended Inquiries: 5 - 24 hours 
 i Search and Summary Inquiries
 i STI Searches of DTIC and other repositories
 i Workshops and Training Classes
 i Subject Matter Expert (SME) 

Registry and Referrals
 i Risk Management Framework 

(RMF) Assessment & Authorization 
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and Practice Support

 i Document Hosting and Blog Spaces
 i Agile & Responsive Solutions to 

emerging trends/threats

As one of three DoD Information Analysis Centers (IACs), sponsored by the Defense Technical Information Center 
(DTIC), CSIAC is the Center of Excellence in Cyber Security and Information Systems. CSIAC fulfi lls the Scientifi c 
and Technical Information (STI) needs of the Research and Development (R&D) and acquisition communities. This 
is accomplished by providing access to the vast knowledge repositories of existing STI as well as conducting novel 
core analysis tasks (CATs) to address current, customer focused technological shortfalls.
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 i DoD Cybersecurity Policy Chart
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 i Customer tailored R&D e� orts performed 

to solve specific user defined problems
 i Funded Studies - $1M ceiling
 i Duration - 12 month maximum
 i Lead time - on contract within 

as few as 6-8 weeks
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In some cases it seems straightforward; 
AI/ML speech recognition is 
astoundingly good and can be 
applied across many domains in a 
meaningful way.  Mostly successful 
demonstrations of autonomous vehicles 
of all types portend many possible good 
implementations that are arguably 
“better” than how we do things now.  For 
the military, using capabilities that are 
AI-enabled have the potential to keep 
personnel safe, reduce casualties, and 
improve mission success rates.  Most all 
of them have to do with the combination 
of AI and lots of Data, so as to make 
sure (train, bound, qualify, quantify) 
they perform as intended.  And that 
combination (AI and Data) is where 
the difficulty tends to migrate.  We are 
far from the simplistic view of putting 
tons of data into the hopper, pushing 
the big red “AI” button, and turning the 
crank to get the results we want.  The 

absolute truth today is that successful 
implementation of AI depends primarily 
on the expertise of people who know 
how to curate data, tune algorithms, 
and understand the intent/domain to 
build goal scenarios.  Then, through 
large numbers of iterations over time, 
the results of using AI in controlled 
situations is reviewed, further tweaked 
and tuned, and pondered as to why “that 
just doesn’t look right” (TJDLR) – a 
definitively human operation, at least as 
of now.  Deep Learning (DL), one of the 
most promising and prominent areas of 
AI research today, is not immune to this 
combination.  For all its promise, DL’s 
heavy dependence on large amounts of 
pertinent (the truly hard part) data can 
cause it to react in very unpredictable 
(from a human perspective) ways.  

To get an understanding of some of 
the thought that goes into “getting 

to” AI through domain experts, this 
edition of the Journal highlights 
three very different views of 
complex situations where AI might, 
should, and does intersect with 
our ability to use AI effectively.  

The first article is focused on the 
impact of quantum computing and 
cryptography, with a reference to the 
role that machine learning might 
play in the future of post-quantum 
cryptography.  This is another possible 
future intersection between AI and 
Data that will need domain expertise 
(human-centric, certainly at first) to 
determine what kinds of algorithms 
need to be applied, and what kind of data 
needs to be provided to move ahead.  

The second article represents a view 
into the domain expertise necessary to 
include autonomy into a scenario in an 
effective way.  This operationally-focused 
article highlights the importance of 
understanding the domain (essentially 
the frame of reference) which the AI/
autonomy must be able to reason within.  

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THE 
NEXT "NUCLEAR ARMS RACE" -  
"SPACE RACE TO THE EDGE"
Figuring out where and how Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its 
various sub-types (Machine Learning, Deep Learning, etc.) 
fit into our world as we move into the future is difficult. 
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Even a straightforward scenario like 
the one provided shows the immense 
investment in understanding before it 
can be augmented with an AI capability.

The levels of expertise necessary to get 
to a successful full implementation of 
AI to reach a goal are many and varied.  
The third entry is a more illustrative 
step-through article showing a 
methodology of implementing an AI 
algorithm on a set of data to reach a 
goal.  While more tutorial, it reveals 
the many steps involved in getting 
to an actual result.  As frameworks 
evolve, the steps may be refined and 
made more streamlined, but they are 
still steps that must be understood 
before they can be automated.

Ultimately, that is one of the questions 
we have to ask of AI.  How much of AI 
can be used to assist human activities, 
and how much can be used to replace 
human activities.  With each level 
of automation/intelligence that we 
levy onto the AI “plate”, what are we 
gaining and what are we losing - and, 
can we understand the difference?
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Features and Operation of an  

AUTONOMOUS 
AGENT FOR 
CYBER DEFENSE
By: Michael J� De Lucia, Allison Newcomb, and Alexander Kott, U�S� Army Research Laboratory

AN EVER INCREASING NUMBER OF 
BATTLEFIELD DEVICES THAT ARE CAPABLE OF 
COLLECTING, PROCESSING, STORING, AND 
COMMUNICATING INFORMATION ARE RAPIDLY 
BECOMING INTERCONNECTED.
The staggering number of connected devices on 
the battlefield greatly increases the possibility that 
an adversary could find ways to exploit hardware 
or software vulnerabilities, degrading or denying 
Warfighters the assured and secure use of those 
devices. Autonomous software agents will become 
necessities to manage, defend, and react to cyber 
threats in the future battlespace.  
The number of connected devices increases 
disproportionately to the number of cyber experts that 
could be available within an operational environment. 
In this paper, an autonomous agent capability and a 
scenario of how it could operate are proposed.  The goal 
of developing such capability is to increase the security 
posture of the Internet of Battlefield Things and meet the 
challenges of an increasingly complex battlefield.
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Reliable, timely communication of 
accurate information is critical to the 
successful execution of every mission, 
but the resource constraints inherent to 
tactical networks threaten the delivery 
and assurance of vital information. 

As an example, consider a robotic vehicle, 
an entity within the IoBT that gathers 
information for dismounted Warfighters. 
This unmanned vehicle collects and 
transmits images of buildings and roads 
as well as meteorological and geographic 
data.  If a specific threat is detected by 
the robotic vehicle, the transmission of 
such information to the Warfighters takes 
priority over all other communication. 
The adversary may attempt to deploy a 
malware on the robotic vehicle in order 
to deny or degrade the vehicle’s high-
priority communications. An autonomous 
cyber agent—a software agent—resides 
on the robotic vehicle, senses the status 
of its environment, and chooses the best 
course of action to protect it. In this 
hypothetical example, the agent recognizes 
a software module’s attempt to connect to 

a suspicious web site, one that is associated 
with downloaded malware. Blocking 
traffic between the robotic vehicle and 
that site is a course of action the agent 
chooses as a means to defend the vehicle. 

Here, a few words about the terminology 
are in order. Autonomous agents can 
be a physical agent or a software agent. 
Autonomous agents can be physical 
entities, such as a robot or drone 
functioning independently and without 
direct human guidance; and they can be 
software entities, such as a cyber-defense 
agent. The focus of this article is software 
agents, specifically cyber defense agents. 
In the preceding example, the robotic 
vehicle is a physical autonomous agent. In 
addition, one or multiple software agents, 

such as a cyber defense agent, reside on a 
physical agent. An autonomous software 
agent can be defined as software which acts 
on its own without human intervention 
(Shiffman, 2012) or as a “self-activating, 
self-sufficient, and persistent computation” 
(Shattuck, 2015). For the purposes of this 
paper, the term “agent” is used to refer 
to software agents, not physical agents. 
Furthermore, we use the term “agent” 
to refer to a specific type of a software 
agent—an agent that specializes in cyber 
defense of things within the IoBT.

The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In the next section, we elaborate on 
the argument that the enormous size of the 
future IoBT, along with the sophisticated 
cyber threats of the future battlefield, will 
necessitate the wide use of autonomous 
intelligent cyber defense agents. We then 
present a notional, illustrative scenario—a 
few moments in the life of a cyber defense 
agent. This is followed by a discussion 
of challenges and research topics that 
arise from considering the scenario. 

AUTONOMOUS CYBER DEFENSE 
AGENTS ARE A NECESSITY  

Technologies such as “machine 
intelligence and networked 
communications” have spurred the 
growth and acceptance of connecting cell 
phones and other personal devices with 
everything from household appliances 
to automobiles.  Similarly, the military is 
applying computational intelligence to its 
interconnected battlefield devices to make 
them smarter and thereby, more useful to 
Soldiers.  The IoBT encompasses various 
sensors, vehicles, communication devices, 
computers, and information sources.  It 
is certain that the future battlefield will 
be densely populated with a variety of 
interconnected devices (Kott et al., 2016).  

To gain an appreciation for the 
size and complexity of the IoBT, 
consider the following: 

It has been estimated (Anonymous, 
2017) that the commercial or consumer 

"The adversary may attempt to deploy a malware on the robotic 
vehicle in order to deny or degrade the vehicle’s high-priority 
communications."

This article describes an illustrative 
scenario in a notional use case and 
discusses the challenges associated with 
such autonomous agents.  We conclude by 
offering ideas for potential research into 
developing autonomous agents suitable for 
cyber defense in a battlefield environment.

MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT 

The Internet of Battlefield Things 
(IoBT) is “a set of interdependent and 
interconnected entities (e.g., sensors, small 
actuators, control components, networks, 
information sources)” that are composed 
and connected dynamically to support 
the goals of a military mission (US Army 
Research Laboratory, 2017; Kott et al., 
2016).  These “things” will function with 
varying levels of autonomy in order to 
adapt to a broad range of mission goals 
and environments.  The sheer number of 
these things will far exceed the number 
of humans available to oversee their 
operation.  As a result, the things within 
the IoBT will require the support of 

autonomous agents, particularly for 
the purposes of their cyber defense.

The battlefield is a highly dynamic and 
uncertain environment, often dominated 
by adverse conditions degrading the 
effectiveness of communications and 
information networks that are the 
Warfighters’ critical tools.  Battlefield 
networks are necessarily mobile and are 
composed of many heterogeneous devices.  
Mobility and adversary actions result 
in topologies that change quickly and 
frequently.  This requires reestablishing 
connections as configurations change.  
The lack of infrastructure in battlefield 
environments severely constrains the 
amount of bandwidth and computational 
capabilities available to Warfighters.  
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Internet of Things (IoT) grew from 
2 billion devices in 2006 to 15 billion 
devices in 2015.  The same source 
estimates that by the year 2020, 200 
billion devices will populate the IoT.  
If the proliferation of IoBT (military 
devices) follows the growth of IoT 
(consumer devices), it is clear that human 
Warfighters, will require an augmentation 
by autonomous cyber defense agents to 
monitor and defend battlefield devices. 

Additional complexity becomes apparent 
when one considers that the IoBT 
will have to operate effectively within 
environments that it neither owns nor 
controls. For example, a military force 
may be operating within a city where 
the majority of computing devices—
the consumer devices—belong to the 
neutral civilians but are also potentially 
controlled by the adversary. Furthermore, 
in the case of IoBT the adversary will 
actively pursue compromise, capture, or 
destruction of the battlefield devices.

Given that cyber-attacks will occur 
frequently and at a high pace that will 
surpass human ability to respond in a 
timely fashion, decisions on the most 
appropriate course of cyber defense actions 
will have to occur in near real-time.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE OPERATING 
SCENARIO 

In order to illustrate how an autonomous 
cyber defense agent might operate, we 
offer a notional operating scenario. In 
this scenario, Blue refers to friendly 
forces and Red refers to the adversary. 
Blue-17, Blue-19, and Blue-23 are 
peer cyber defense agents. Each agent 
is installed by a human operator on 
its respective device within the Blue 
IoBT (e.g., an Android phone) and is 
tasked with cyber defense of that device. 
Blue-C2 is the Command and Control 
(C2) node that commands, coordinates, 
and supports all other Blue agents, at 
least when communications between 
an agent and the Blue-C2 node are 
available. There is only one Red agent—
Red-35—in our simple scenario.

The protagonist of our scenario is 
Blue-17, a cyber defense agent that 
has been installed on a friendly device; 
it continuously monitors Blue space 
network and scans event logs looking 
for suspicious activity. The antagonist is 
Red-35, a malware agent successfully 
deployed by the Red forces on the 
device defended by Blue-17. The 
events unfold, briefly, as follows. 

Blue-17 detects a hostile activity 
associated with Red-35 and attempts 
to contact the Blue-C2 for additional 
remediation instructions. Unfortunately, 
the communications are heavily contested 
by the adversary, and response from 
Blue-C2 is not coming. Therefore, Blue-
17 decides to contact peer agents (Blue-
19 and Blue-23) in search for relevant 
information. Although Blue-19 and 
Blue-23 receive this message from Blue-
17, their responses are not arriving to 
Blue-17. Having heard nothing within 
a reasonable waiting time, Blue-17 
independently formulates and executes a 
set of actions to defeat Red-35. However, 
having completed these actions, Blue-17 
receives a belated reply from Blue-23. 
Blue-17 determines that Blue-23 is 
compromised because the response is 
suspicious. Given the extreme seriousness 
of this situation, Blue-17 neutralizes Blue-
23 and places a copy of itself on the device 
that was being protected by Blue-23.

Table 1 provides a hypothetical timeline 
of these events and the agents’ actions. 
Durations are intended to merely illustrate 
the flow of time in the scenario and are 
in no way representative of execution 
speeds of any actual hardware or software. 
Following the table, we discuss each 
step of the scenario in more detail.

Step Elapsed Time Condition/Event
Active Software 

Agent 
Action

1 H = 0 sec Start up Blue-17 Monitor network traffic and scan logs

2 H = H + 0.100 sec Hostile software agent compromises 
device and network

Red-35 Red-35 infiltrates Blue device and network. Blue-17 
does not notice the infiltration.

3 H = H +  0.200 sec Red-35 begins operations. 
Suspicious activity detected

Red-35 and Blue-17 Red-35 conducts malicious activities. Blue-17 detects 
an activity and predicts probable compromise.

4 H = H +  0.22 sec Compromise suspected Blue-17 Contacts C2 node

5 H = H +  3.00 sec No response from C2 node Blue-17 Contact Blue-19 and Blue-23 agents

6 H = H +  5.00 sec Message among Blue peer agents Blue-19 and Blue-23 Receive message from Blue-17

7 H = H +  10.00 sec Message acknowledgement time out Blue-17 Choose alternate course of action

8 H = H +  12.00 sec No communication with peer 
defensive agents

Blue-17 and Red-35 Block or redirect Red-35 communication. Red-35 is 
unable to defend itself.

9 H = H +  23.00 sec Response received from Blue-23 Blue-17 Blue-17 determines that the response is invalid

10 H = H +  28.00 sec Neutralize compromised Blue agent Blue-17 Quarantine or destroy Blue-23 software code

11 H = H +  28.3 sec Replicate and overwrite Blue-17 Copy to device

Table 1: Hypothetical Timeline of Agents’ Actions.
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Scenario Steps 1–2 

In the scenario, Blue-17 passively 
monitors the inbound and outbound 
network communications using a 
lightweight intrusion detection system 
(IDS) such as FAST-D (Yu and Leslie, 
2018). FAST-D is a software that 
performs intrusion detection using far less 
computational resources than alternative 
solutions. Its algorithm uses hash kernels 

and byte patterns as signatures to examine 
the packet payload content of all network 
communications. Additionally, Blue-17 
scans the device logs looking for indicators 
of compromise (privilege escalation, 
abnormal crashes, failed logins, etc.).

Scenario Steps 3–4 

Blue-17 sends a message to its C2 node 
for further remediation instructions 
and verifications. A C2 node is one 
that is central (root) and is responsible 
for the management and tracking of 
all Blue agents. A C2 node resides in a 
central location that may be the tactical 
operations center. The message sent to 
the C2 node is encrypted to protect the 
confidentiality and integrity and is in a 
predefined format for agent messages. 
This message is split up into many small 
segments, is blended into normal traffic 
to masquerade as other legitimate traffic, 
and sent through different routes within 
the network in order to avoid an attacker 
from intercepting or detecting the agent 
message sent to the C2 node.  Lastly, the 
address of the C2 node changes over time 
based on a deterministic algorithm, known 
to all agents to make it more difficult 
for Red-35 to discover its location.

Scenario Step 5 

After some reasonable waiting time 
passes, and Blue-17 does not receive a 

reply back from the C2 node, it decides 
as an alternative action to send out 
a request to its peer agents (Blue-19 
and Blue-23) for their remediation 
recommendations. Again this message is 
sent out using an encrypted predefined 
format for agent messages as previously 
described in sending a message to the 
C2 node. The message is sent directly 
to the peers and is blended into other 
network traffic. The peer agents are 

neighbors to Blue-17 and are also be 
under the management of the C2 node. 

Scenario Step 6 

Both Blue-19 and Blue-23 have 
received the message from Blue-17. 
After some delay, Blue-23 sends a 
response and recommendation back 
to Blue-17 using the same method for 
sending a message to a peer agent. 

Scenario Steps 7–8 

Within a specified time interval, Blue-17 
has not received a response from either its 
C2 node or its peers (Blue-19 and Blue-
23). Blue-17 requested further verification 
of the threat before taking a destructive 
action against Red-35. However, since a 
response was not received, Blue-17 decides 
to take action on the perceived Red-35 
malware agent threat. The Blue-17 agent 
first isolates the Red-35 malware agent 
and its communication in a honeypot to 
observe the actions taken by the attacker. 
Blue-17 has taken this action since it is 
not confident in its assessment of the 
detection of the perceived Red-35 agent. 

Scenario Step 9 

After some time has passed, and Blue-17 
has already taken action, a response from 
Blue-23 is received. Blue-23’s response 
contains a signature and timestamp 

that allows Blue-17 to determine the 
authenticity of the message received. 
However, as Blue-17 verifies the response 
message from Blue-23, it determines that 
the message signature is not valid and 
rejects the message. Blue-17 concludes 
that Blue-23 may be compromised.

Scenario Steps 10–11

Blue-17 has discovered that Blue-23 
has been compromised. Blue-17 takes 
action to quarantine Blue-23. Blue-17 
clones itself to create a pristine copy of 
the defensive agent.  Blue-17 initiates 
the overwriting of the Blue-23 agent 
image with a fresh copy of a defensive 
agent with the initial state of Blue-
17. The agent package is sent via an 
encrypted message from Blue-17 to the 
container management of Blue-23. The 
container management package of the 
agent uses cryptographic authentication, 
allowing the overwriting to occur. Blue-
23 is restored back to a fresh agent 
image and is no longer infected.

DISCUSSION OF CHALLENGES 
AND REQUIREMENTS

Having offered a scenario—simple 
yet sufficiently illustrative of potential 
difficulties—we now have a basis for 
discussing the technical challenges and 
requirements. One of the requirements 
illustrated in part by the scenario is that 
a defensive agent must reside outside of 
the operating system of the device it is 
protecting. This arrangement avoids the 
possibility of the malware providing false 
information or changing the view of the 
defensive agent (i.e., Blue-17). Malware 
can disable processes or deceive (e.g., by 
providing false information) software 
such as the anti-virus (AV) software or 
firewall on a device (Baliga et al., 2007). 
A logical separation at the hardware 
level between the operating system being 
protected and the defensive agent will 
protect the Blue-17 agent from being 
compromised by malware infection. The 
defensive agent will require access in 
a secure manner to all of the files and 

“Blue-17 scans the device logs looking for indicators of 
compromise (privilege escalation, abnormal crashes, failed 
logins, etc.)."
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state from its outside view, while being 
protected from any threats affecting 
the Blue-17 operation or integrity.

Additionally, because the Blue-17 agent 
resides outside of the protected operating 
system, Red-35 will not be able to detect 
Blue-17’s presence or any of its actions.  
A traditional placement alternative 
for an agent that resides outside of the 
protected operating system, would be a 
distributed or network-based sensor.  That 
configuration comes with a tradeoff:  an 
agent (Blue-17) at the network level 
would not be able to monitor the file 
system of the protected operating system.  
Therefore, the Blue-17 agent must reside 
on the same physical device outside of 
the operating system being protected. 

Also, in order for the agent to move 
around freely among the devices within 
the protected network, the agent must be 
unconstrained by any particular operating 
system. It is also presumed that the 
container in which the agent runs has 
been pre-installed on the device to which 
agents can migrate freely to, such as in the 
case with Blue-17 overwriting Blue-23. 

Clearly required, as illustrated in our 
scenario, is a fast, highly reliable and low-
resource means of detecting potentially 
malicious activity. For example, using a 
low-resource intrusion detection software, 
Blue-17 was able to detect rapidly and 
with a significant degree of assurance 
a suspicious activity performed by a 
sophisticated agent Red-35. Additional 
solutions could be employed that use 
supervised machine-learning approaches, 
coupled with features such as network 
packet inter-arrival times, packet sizes, 
Transport Control Protocol (TCP) flags, 
and such, to perform detection of malware 
infiltration. However, in either case it is 
important to understand the limitations 
(i.e., inability to detect malware within 
encrypted communications) of the 
intrusion detection algorithm chosen 
to perform detection of malicious 
communications. It is also important to 
know the possible ways an attacker could 
evade (fragmentation attack, encrypted 

attack, etc.) the IDS. Successful evasion by 
an attacker will result in a missed attack, 
also called a false negative. It is also critical 
for an autonomous agent employing an 
IDS algorithm to have a low false-positive 
rate (misclassified legitimate traffic as an 
attack) and low false-negative rate (missed 
attack). In a military context a false-
positive in an autonomous cyber defense 
agent will impact the mission by denying 
legitimate and essential communication.

Another challenging requirement is 
the need to manage the degree of the 
agent’s autonomy. Blue-17 could be fully 
autonomous or semiautonomous. In our 
scenario, Blue-17 is fully autonomous, as 
defined by the lack of human intervention 
at any point. Consequently, Blue-17 must 
be highly confident in the detection event 
and its resultant course of action.  The 
agent’s actions must avoid any adverse 
reaction, such as degrading network 
performance or dropping nodes on the 
network as a mitigation, resulting in access 
denials. Alternatively, Blue-17 could act 
as a semiautonomous agent, with varying 
levels of interaction between the agent and 
human controllers, which present many 
challenges of their own (Kott and Alberts, 
2017). For example, Blue-17 could detect 
a potential compromise and then defer 
to a human analyst (e.g., by contacting 
the C2 node and waiting for instruction) 
in a case where there is low to moderate 
confidence in the detection event. 

The agent will require the ability to share 
threat data directly with its peers (e.g., 
Blue-17 had to share data with Blue-23 
and Blue-19) and orchestrate coordinated 
defensive actions when necessary. 
Additionally, the agent must also be able 
to work in an isolated environment and 
make appropriate decisions independently, 
as Blue-17 had to do when it failed to 
receive response from either Blue-C2 or 

Peer’s agents. These agents will need to 
store pertinent information on detected 
attacks and outcomes (successful vs. 
unsuccessful) of the selected mitigation 
strategies. This information will need to 
be stored in a compressed format due 
to the limited resources characteristic 
of the various devices of IoBT. On the 
other hand, when the agents return to a 
less-contested environment where power 
and bandwidth are less constrained and 
more reliable, the data would be uploaded 
to a central repository. Lessons learned 
(quantitative measures of outcomes) 
and specifics on detected attacks would 
be compiled to improve the process of 
informing other autonomous agents. This 
arrangement would expand and enrich 
the agents’ knowledge and ability to learn 
from historical decision-making strategies.

The agent (i.e., Blue-17, Blue-19, or 
Blue-23) hosted within the IoBT 
environment must process and synthesize 
the information it produces or receives 
from other agents to a subset relevant 
to the Warfighters’ cognitive needs 
(Kott et al., 2016). For example, of all 
the alerts produced by the agents, the 
Warfighter will only need to be aware 
of a small subset to form a situational 
awareness of on-going cyber-attacks. 
This filtered information must be relevant 
and trustworthy to both the IoBT 
device and the Warfighter’s cognitive 
needs. Providing incorrect or irrelevant 

information could cause significant 
and negative impact to the mission 
(Kott et al., 2016). Further, information 
stored by agents on IoBT devices must 
be distributed and obscured from the 
adversary. An approach to secure the 
distributed agent information within an 
IoBT environment is to split the data 
into fragments and disperse them among 
the many devices in a way to thwart 

"It is also critical for an autonomous agent employing an IDS 
algorithm to have a low false-positive rate (misclassified legitimate 

traffic as an attack) and low false-negative rate (missed attack)." 
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the adversary’s ability to reconstruct 
the information based on a number of 
captured segments (Kott et al., 2016a). 

Ideally, the agents’ performance would 
be evaluated in order to refine and share 
successful strategies with other agents.  
Performance in this context includes the 
agents’ decision-making value, timing, 

and the resulting impacts of the courses 
of action executed (e.g., Blue-17 was 
successful—what factors contributed to 
these successes?).  This supports the need 
for agents to be able to learn from their 
actions as well as the actions of other 
agents via machine-learning techniques.

The agent could employ a combination 
of supervised and unsupervised 
machine learning. The lessons learned 
and outcomes of the course of action 
taken by an agent could be used with a 
reinforcement-based machine-learning 
algorithm. For example, the successful 
course of action executed by Blue-17 with 
respect to defeating Red-35 would receive 
a positive reward. This approach could 
be used to expand the knowledge of the 
autonomous agents, thereby improving 
the agents’ performance and effectiveness. 

Another requirement of these agents will 
be trust management between devices. 
Each device on the network will require 
software-based logic to participate in the 
network with a full degree of trust and 
access. This logic can be preinstalled or 
can be acquired from a peer node by a 
device that seeks to join the network in 
a comply-to-connect mode of operation.  
Once compliance conditions are met, 
the agent can be transferred to other 
network member nodes. For example, 
in our scenario, Blue-17 needed a way 
to determine that Blue-23 is no longer 
trustworthy. At the same time, Blue-17 

had to elicit a sufficient degree of trust 
from the node where Blue-23 resided in 
order to overwrite the Blue-23 image. 

Device-to-device transfer of the agents—
such as the move of a copy of Blue-17 
to the node originally defended by 
Blue-23—necessarily raises concern for 
unintended propagation and behaviors 

beyond the intended network, as 
witnessed with the Morris worm (Qing 
and Wen 2005; Spafford 1989) and the 
more recent Stuxnet attack (Farwell and 
Rohozinski, 2011).  Findings from studies 
on limiting the spread of malware in 
mobile networks (Zyba et al., 2009; Li 
et al., 2014) could be adapted to manage 
the propagation of defensive agents.  
Another potential solution to controlling 
propagation is to require consensus 
approval of a certain number of nodes 
prior to enabling transfer of the agent 
to a new device.  A suggested approach 
is to define boundary rules to determine 
whether the agent has been transferred 
outside its intended network.  When the 
boundary rules evaluate to a true condition 
(out of bounds), mandatory removal of 
the agent or a self-destruct sequence 
would be triggered.  The effects of these 
combined approaches to controlling 
propagation require additional research.

While autonomous agents should be 
free to learn, act, and propagate, careful 
thought should be given to methods 
that would constrain behaviors within 
the bounds of legal and ethical policies, 
as well as the chain of command. For 
example, it would be undesirable if 
Blue-17 were to learn that requests 
to Blue-C2 are generally fruitless and 
should not be attempted. An agent 
that is fully autonomous must be 
able to operate within an appropriate 
military C2 construct (Kott and 

Alberts, 2017). It is imperative that 
a software agent be bounded in its 
propagation, yet capable to move around 
freely between authorized devices. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With a large number of devices within 
the future IoBT it will be imperative 
for these devices to be able to defend 
themselves. Further, personnel who 
interact with the IoBT devices will not be 
cyber security experts and will be focused 
on the execution of the mission without 
the ability to continuously monitor the 
health of their devices.  Autonomous 
cyber defense agents will be required to 
augment and multiply military forces. 
Such agents will need to possess awareness 
of, and ability to learn about, threats in 
near real-time.  The agents will need 
to have the capability to reliably and 
predictably self-propagate, sense malicious 
activity, and disseminate information 
among trusted network members. 
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CLOUD SECURITY 
MONITORING 
with AI-ML Infused Technologies
By: Balaji Balakrishnan, Graduate, SANS Technology Institute, MS in Information Security Management

THIS ARTICLE DISCUSSES HOW TO APPLY SECURITY LOG 
MONITORING CAPABILITIES FOR AMAZON WEB SERVICES (AWS) 
INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IAAS) CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS.
It will provide an overview of AWS CloudTrail and CloudWatch Logs, which can 
be stored and mined for suspicious events. Security teams implementing AWS 
solutions will benefit from applying security monitoring techniques to prevent 
unauthorized access and data loss. Splunk will be used to ingest all AWS CloudTrail 
and CloudWatch Logs. Machine learning models are used to identify the suspicious 
activities in the AWS cloud infrastructure. The audience for this article is the security 
teams trying to implement AWS security monitoring.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Organizations are starting to use cloud 
computing to take advantage of the 
many benefits it provides such as cost 
savings, quick time-to-market and on-
demand scaling of the environment. As 
organizations start to use cloud computing, 
security professionals must update their 
operations to align with cloud computing 
models. The References section in this 
article provides many recommendations 
on cloud security controls from NIST, 
cloud deployment models, cloud 
security references from Cloud Security 
Alliance, ENISA, and NIST. 

In the most recent edition of the Cloud 
Computing Top Threats in 2016, the report 
(CIS, 2016) identified 12 critical issues to 
cloud security. Effective security monitoring 
mitigates some of the following risks:

 i Weak Identity, Credential, 
and Access Management 

 i Insecure APIs 
 i Account Hijacking 
 i Malicious Insiders 
 i Advanced Persistent 

Threats (APTs) 
 i Data Loss 
 i Abuse and Nefarious Use 

of Cloud Services

Securing Cloud Services involves 
conducting a detailed risk assessment and 
architecting a secure solution to meet the 
business requirements. Security Monitoring 
plays a vital role in securing Cloud Services. 
This article highlights how to implement 
security monitoring solution for Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) environments.

1.1 Cloud Security Monitoring Challenges

The primary types of cloud computing 
solutions are Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and 

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) has established itself 
as a leading cloud services provider, with 
Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud in 
the distant second and third positions.

AWS innovates at a rapid pace 
introducing many new services every 
day. Last year alone, on average AWS 
customers got access to three new 
services every day. The different AWS 
services available and the best practices 
for securing AWS environments are in 
the reference section. Some of the best 
practices include encryption, privileged 
access management, segregation 
of resources and monitoring.

This article focuses on implementing 
security monitoring for AWS workloads. 
The next subsections highlight the 
key areas of security monitoring when 
deploying AWS workloads in addition 
to traditional data center monitoring. 

AWS Management Console Monitoring 

Management of AWS instances and 
resources are performed using the AWS 
Management Console. Some of the main 
activities that can be conducted using the 
AWS Management Console are creating 
new virtual machines and removing any 

existing virtual machines and other AWS 
services. Monitoring the unauthorized 
access to AWS Management Console 
is critical since gaining this convenient 
access to the cloud management plane is 
like having keys to the cloud kingdom. 

Application Programming Interface (API) 
Access Monitoring 

As organizations move towards cloud 
solutions, they have to adapt to the new 
DevOps architecture. Realizing the 
benefits of the cloud platform would 

be difficult if teams shift and move the 
current applications as-is to the cloud. 
The existing application infrastructure 
has to be rearchitected to suit the cloud 
deployment models. Ideally, cloud 
solutions use the DevOps methodology 
for continuous deployment. This 
method enables the business to reduce 
development time and turn around quick 
solutions. As an example, some AWS 
environments use AWS CodePipeline for 
continuous application deployment using 
DevOps strategies in AWS environments. 

DevOps introduces new challenges for 
security monitoring. The number of API 
calls is increasing due to automation related 
to AWS CodePipeline, infrastructure 
as code and serverless computing. It is 
critical to monitor these API calls to 
ensure there is no unauthorized access. 
It’s hard to follow these events using 
traditional rule and threshold-based 
monitoring due to the high volume of 
activities. Machine learning techniques 
are well suited for monitoring this vast 
amount of activity by learning different 
features/characteristics from the data. 

AWS Serverless Computing Monitoring 

Recently AWS introduced “serverless” 
computing; serverless computing depends 
on AWS Lambda to run the application 
code. In serverless computing, there 
is no server infrastructure; the focus 
is on monitoring the AWS Lambda 
function executions, invocations 
and other parameters related to 
the AWS Lambda functions.

AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
Monitoring 

AWS IAM enables organizations to 
control access to AWS services and specific 
resources. AWS IAM provides options to 
configure granular permissions in AWS 
environments. It is recommended to give 
the least amount of permissions to manage 
AWS resources required for performing the 
job function. As an effective information 
security control, security teams should 
use many tools provided by AWS like 

"cloud solutions use the DevOps methodology for continuous 
deployment."
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Access Advisor. Providing appropriate 
access prevents any unauthorized access 
and enables effective monitoring of 
AWS resources administrative access. 
Monitoring the different administrative 
credentials used in the AWS environments 
is a requirement enforced by various 
compliance regulations. Machine learning 
is ideal for controlling the various AWS 
credentials since it learns from the 
previous events and understands what is 
normal to identify anomalies. Financial 
regulatory requirements like Sarbanes-
Oxley mandate organizations to review all 
privileged access and changes to the AWS 
environments hosting financial data as 
part of security compliance monitoring.

1.2 Overall architecture of the proposed 
solution

The proposed solution for cloud security 
monitoring is to use a big data analytics 
solutions such as Splunk, Apache Spark 
or Amazon Elasticsearch to load all the 
AWS cloud infrastructure logs. Machine 
learning models should be used to 
develop risk scores to identify the most 
suspicious events. Then, based on the 
incident, the security team should take 
further action using automation(lambda 
functions) (or) email to alert the 
security team for manual analysis.

It is a challenge to manually baseline and 
configure AWS infrastructure security 
monitoring rules due to the changes in 
AWS environments. Machine learning 
techniques like Supervised Learning 
algorithms explained later in this article 
can handle the security monitoring 
challenges of cloud security monitoring 
by automatically learning from data to 
understanding anomalies and high-risk 
events. Machine learning models can be 
used to build baselines and develop risk 
scores to identify suspicious events using 
identity authentication information, 
location information and activity type. 

In this article, Splunk will be used to ingest 
all AWS CloudTrail and CloudWatch 
Logs for implementing the AWS 
security monitoring use cases. Machine 

learning models are applied to identify 
the suspicious activities in the AWS 
cloud infrastructure. The latest version 
of Splunk 6.5 has a built-in machine 
learning toolkit which supports various 

machine learning algorithms. Machine 
learning models will be applied using 
the Splunk Machine Learning toolkit. 
These steps involved in using machine 
learning algorithms are as follows: 

a. Visualize and combine 
data cleansing with smart 
feature engineering, 

b. Choose right metric/method for 
estimating model performance 

c. Tune the parameters. 

Summary of the key 
concepts proposed are:

1. Collect all of the AWS log 
data from Cloudtrail and 
CloudWatch to Splunk

2. Apply machine learning 
models to build baselines and 
develop the risk scores instead 
of manual rules/thresholds.

Some factors which make this 
implementation feasible are:

a. Advancement in big data 
technologies which enables 
information security teams to 
store all types of data at scale.  

b. Many machine learning solutions 
are becoming available like 
Microsoft Azure ML Studio, 
Amazon Machine Learning, 
Databricks Spark, Splunk 
Machine Learning toolkit.

By having a centralized open source big 
data analytics solution, security teams 

can apply machine learning and other 
statistical techniques to any data set. The 
major advantage of this solution is that 
once a successful method is identified 
using machine learning, similar challenges 

can be solved using the same approach. 
For example, if a technique is helpful in 
identifying suspicious access attempts 
from AWS cloud-based infrastructure 
identity and access authentication 
data, the same method can be applied 
to identify suspicious access attempts 
for other applications and cloud 
infrastructures like Microsoft Azure and 
Google Cloud. The next section describes 
machine learning techniques and the two 
use cases are implemented using Splunk. 

1.3 Risk Scoring Methodology

Risk scoring is not a new concept; it has 
always been in use in the information 
security community to prioritize the most 
critical vulnerabilities and issues to resolve. 
In traditional data center monitoring, 
the risk scoring methodology relies on 
understanding the corporate environment 
to identify suspicious events. An example 
of this type of process is creating an 
unauthorized access alert to critical server 
asset events based on an understanding of 
authorized administrators who have access. 
Detecting malicious events based on the 
known bad patterns and assigning risk 
scores to known bad patterns is useful for 
threats which are already seen and known 
to the information security community. The 
References section has some examples for 
developing risk scores manually using static 
rules and thresholds in AWS environments. 

The challenge with these types of 
standard risk scoring based monitoring 
is keeping up with the rapid pace of 
new API calls and permissions that are 

"Machine learning techniques like Supervised Learning 
algorithms can handle the security monitoring challenges of 

cloud security monitoring by automatically learning from data to 
understanding anomalies and high-risk events"
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being rolled out by AWS. Some of the 
criteria that are relevant to cloud security 
monitoring are the identity, data access, 
the action performed, and geo-location. 
By leveraging these criteria (features) 
in combination with historical data, 
machine learning techniques can learn the 
environment and identify anomalies for 
further investigation. Machine learning 
models can provide risk scores based on 
the learning from previous data. In this 
article, a Linear regression algorithm is 
used as an example to develop a machine 
learning model which predicts risk scores. 
Linear regression algorithms will predict 
numeric values. The Linear regression 
algorithm models the relationship 
between continuous output variable with 
the features (input, explanatory variables) 
using the linear function. The following 
section on machine learning explains the 
algorithm in detail. The model learns from 
the data; this is efficient for this AWS 
use case compared to manually updating 
the rules/thresholds for the risk scores. 

1.4 Machine learning 

Machine learning has two major types: 
Supervised and Unsupervised Learning. 
In Supervised Learning, the machine 
learning algorithm will learn from the 
data and labels (classification) provided. 
The resultant model will try to predict the 
label (classification) given a set of features 
(Astroml, 2015). Some Classification 
Algorithms commonly used are Neural 
Networks, Random Forests, Support 
Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees, 
Logistic Regression, and Naive Bayes. 
An example of Supervised Learning is 
providing a set of dog and cat pictures 
to machine learning algorithm with 
labels indicating if the picture is cat or 
dog. The Supervised Learning algorithm 
will learn from the dog and cat pictures 
and create a predictive model. Applying 
new pictures to the predictive model 
will predict if the provided picture is 
a dog or a cat as seen in Figure 1:

In this article, a Supervised 
Learning technique using a linear 
regression algorithm will be used 

to predict risk scores for AWS 
cloud infrastructure events. 

In Unsupervised Learning, the model 
tries to understand the data based on 
the features without any labels and 
the tasks are to identify patterns and 
anomalies from data. Unsupervised 
Learning comprises tasks such as 
dimensionality reduction, clustering, and 
density estimation (AstroML, 2015). 
An example of Unsupervised Learning 
is providing a set of dog and cat pictures 
to the machine learning algorithm; it 
will cluster the cat and dog pictures as 
separate groups as depicted in Figure 2.

Unsupervised Learning algorithms will 
be useful to identify the principal features 
in the dataset. It is also very helpful to 
provide different vantage points based 
on various features. In the example of 
dog and cat pictures, using Unsupervised 
Learning techniques will be useful to 

understand how the several facial features 
will be the most helpful to classify by 
segregating data based on those facial 
features. In our use case of AWS cloud 
infrastructure events, separating the data 
based on the location of logins can provide 
insight on whether it is an important 
feature. Some Common Unsupervised 
algorithms are K-Means Clustering, 
Hierarchical clustering, and Hidden 
Markov models. Figure 3 highlights 
the different algorithms in the Splunk 
Machine Learning toolkit (Splunk, 2016): 

Machine learning should only be applied 
to use cases that are applicable and 
produce results. Machine learning is very 
data hungry and ingesting a lot of data 
for creating machine learning models 
will produce definitive results. Since the 
machine learning algorithms require 
a lot of data to provide useful models, 
significant patience is needed to obtain 
results. There are a lot of logs generated 

Figure 1- Supervised Learning Model (AstroML, 2015)

Figure 2 - Unsupervised Learning Model
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in AWS environments; creating the 
models with proper algorithms, and with 
a large amount and variety of data will 
ensure there are no overfitting problems. 
Another aspect to keep in mind is every 
AWS environment is different. As an 
example, most of the environments use 
different AWS Virtual Private Cloud 
(VPC) configurations to segregate AWS 
resources according to specific business 
needs. Creating machine learning 
models with data from the same AWS 
environments will produce the best results. 

Limited use cases have been using 
Machine Learning for a long time, but 
recent developments in technologies 
(like Splunk and Apache Spark) 
make it feasible to deploy machine 
learning algorithms quickly over 
different data types and use features 
from many different data sets. 

Figure 3 Splunk Machine Learning Algorithms

Figure 4 Lab Setup
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2 LAB SETUP

Figure 4 highlights the logical structure 
of the lab created for this article.

Appendix A explains all the steps 
followed for the initial lab setup. 
In the lab configuration, Splunk is 
configured to receive logs from AWS 
Cloudtrail. The Splunk Machine 
Learning Toolkit is installed and set. 

For further testing, generated additional 
logs by adding users, adding instances, 
launching new environments from AWS 
QuickStart. With the on-going collection 
of logs, machine learning examples will 
be applied in next section to calculate 
risk scores and detect suspicious events. 

3 MACHINE LEARNING - PROCESS

The steps below highlight the 
methodology for applying machine 
learning techniques using Splunk 
Machine Learning Toolkit. The same 
process can be used with any machine 
learning solution and can apply to any 
security monitoring use case. This solution 
can also be implemented using Apache 
Spark MLLib libraries. One challenge 
is parsing and normalizing the AWS 
Cloudtrail JSON data files in Apache 
Spark. AWS has released the open 
source code to convert AWS CloudTrail 

logs to a Spark Data Frame (Github, 
2016). After loading the data to Apache 
Spark data frames, the data can be used 
by Apache Spark MLLib libraries.

One aspect to remember during machine 
learning is data cleansing. Data cleansing 
ensures that the data is consistent and 
uniform. In many cases, the data should 
be extracted and formatted before being 
fed to machine learning algorithms. 
Splunk inherently addresses the data 
cleansing by indexing data at ingestion 
time and extracts relevant fields and 
provides a natural mapping from JSON 
format into standard columns. Machine 
learning algorithms can use the data 
directly from these columns. Splunk 
saves a lot of time in data cleansing and 
formatting when compared to many 
open source solutions like Apache Spark. 
Figure 5 highlights the steps involved 
in the machine learning process. 

3.1 Ingest data to Splunk and understand 
the data

Security teams must collect all the 
AWS logs in a central place. Even if 
the organization could not implement 
any active monitoring, the logs will be 
useful for forensic analysis at a later 
point when an incident occurs. 

In the initial lab setup, Splunk was 
configured to ingest data from Cloudtrail 

and Cloudwatch logs. The Splunk 
AWS app can be used to explore and 
understand the log events to identify 
features for machine learning. 

3.1.1 AWS CloudTrail

AWS Cloudtrail creates logs of all the 
API access requests, AWS resources 
access and AWS console login access 
information. It is important to understand 
the AWS Cloudtrail log data to efficiently 
design features for machine learning 
algorithms. AWS Cloudtrail User 
Guide (AWS, 2014) provides excellent 
reference and examples of different types 
of log events. The Cloudtrail API Call 
log contains two parts, Record Body 
Contents, and userIdentity Element. 
The types of events analyzed are:

 i aws_cloudtrail_notable_
network_events

 i aws_cloudtrail_iam_change
 i aws_cloudtrail_errors 
 i aws_cloudtrail_change 
 i aws_cloudtrail_delete_events
 i aws_cloudwatch_sns_events 
 i aws_cloudtrail_auth  
 i aws_cloudtrail_iam_events 
 i aws_cloudtrail_ec2_events

3.2 Explore the data

In this particular use case, the Splunk App 
for AWS can be used to study the AWS 
log data. The Splunk App for AWS gives 
critical operational and security insight 
into the Amazon Web Services account. 
Figure 6 shows different dashboard 
options available on the Splunk App 
for AWS. These panels can be used to 
understand the relevant AWS logs which 
would help in determining any suspicious 
activity. The scroll down highlights the 
different security dashboards available.

The dashboard in Figure 7 highlights 
various user activities in the AWS 
environment. Looking at the data 
using different fields(features) will 
help the security team to understand 
the relevant fields in the log data.

Figure 5 Machine Learning Process
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Figure 6 Splunk App for AWS Dashboards

Figure 7 Splunk App for AWS Security Dashboard - User Activities
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The Splunk App for AWS allows security 
practitioners to understand and explore 
the data to determine the fields that will 
be helpful in identifying the suspicious 
AWS activities. The Splunk Machine 
Learning Toolkit can use these fields as 
features while developing the model. 

3.3 Use Case 1 – Detecting Suspicious 
AWS Console Logins

3.3.1 Define features

In this case study, the “AwsConsoleSignIn” 
events were explored using domain 
expertise on AWS Cloud security with 
the goal of understanding which fields 
will be beneficial to determine any 
suspicious login to AWS Console. 

 i Some of the relevant 
fields identified are:

 i sourceIPAddress
 i userAgent
 i userIdentity.arn
 i eventTime
 i responseElements.ConsoleLogin

In the above example, understanding 
and exploring the various logs from a 
security perspective enabled to identify the 
features. The Splunk Machine Learning 
Toolkit has algorithms like Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) which can 
be used to explore and define features 
mathematically using the data. It will 
be useful to understand the data from a 
different vantage point which will assist 
with determining unusual activity.

3.3.2 Choose and apply a learning algorithm

This section highlights the Splunk 
Machine Learning Toolkit 
commands required to create, 
score and test the model. 

AwsConsoleSignIn.csv is generated using 
the AWS logs from the lab environment. 

Splunk command can be used to export 
the events with defined features as CSV:
* sourcetype=”aws:cloudtrail” 
eventType=AwsConsoleSignIn | 
table sourceIPAddress, userAgent, 
userIdentity.arn, eventTime, 
responseElements.ConsoleLogin

Security professionals should add risk 
scores to these events. Risk scores should 
be assigned based on the security domain 
knowledge and the environment. Ideally, 
security professionals should review 
and assign risk scores to the events for 
a month or more depending on the 
environment. The Machine learning model 
requires a significant amount of labeled 
risk score data to achieve useful results.

A sample record from the 
AwsConsoleSignIn.csv is 
highlighted in Figure 8.

Create New Model – AwsConsoleSignIn

The goal of this machine learning model 
is to predict a risk score to identify the 
highest set of suspicious events. The 
inputs for creating this Supervised 
Learning Model is the data with 
assigned risk scores and the algorithm 

LinearRegression. The output will be a 
model which will mathematically predict 
the risk scores by learning from the data.

In the Machine Learning Toolkit app 
configuration highlighted in Figure 9, 
choose “Assistants -> Predict Numeric 
fields” and in the “Enter a search” provide 
the input file AwsConsoleSignIn.
csv using the command:
| inputlookup AwsConsoleSignIn.csv

AwsConsoleSignIn.csv is provided 
as input file. The search loads all the 
records in the AwsConsoleSignIn.csv 
file for analysis. The following options 
are chosen to create the model:

Algorithm: LinearRegression. 

Field to predict: riskScore

Fields to use for predicting: 
“sourceIPAddress”, “userAgent”, 
“userIdentity.arn”, “eventTime”, 
“responseElements.ConsoleLogin”  

The resultant set of Splunk 
commands are below:
| inputlookup AwsConsoleSignIn.csv
| fit LinearRegression fit_
intercept=true “risk_score” from 
“sourceIPAddress”, “userAgent”, 
“userIdentity.arn”, “eventTime”, 
“responseElements.ConsoleLogin” 
into “aws_console”

Supervised Learning is used in this 
particular example and the machine 
learning algorithm LinearRegression 
is provided with AWS log data and 

Figure 9 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit

Figure 8 Sample Record AWSConsoleSignIn
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actual risk scores. The resultant model 
aws_console will try to predict the 
risk score given the set of features 
“sourceIPAddress”, “userAgent”, 
“userIdentity:arn” , “eventTime”, 
“responseElements:ConsoleLogin”.

Evaluate results and update the model

In the configuration highlighted in 
Figure 10, data is split 70 % for training 
and 30 % for testing and evaluating 
the model. Allocating 30 % of data for 
testing and evaluation of the model helps 
understand the accuracy of the model. 

After fitting the model, Splunk Machine 
Learning Toolkit performs the necessary 
computations used for measuring 
the performance of the model. 

Plot actual vs. predicted values on a 
line chart as depicted in Figure 11 
helps security teams to understand 
the efficiency of the model.

These commands will apply the model 
to the data set in AwsConsoleSignIn.csv 
and plot the actual vs. predicted values to 
understand the accuracy of the model.
| inputlookup AwsConsoleSignIn.csv
| apply “ aws_console.”
| table _time, “ risk_score “, 
“predicted(risk_score)”

These commands will apply the model 
to the data set in AwsConsoleSignIn.
csv to calculate the R² and root 
mean squared error (RMSE). 

These values assist with measuring 
the accuracy of the model.

| inputlookup AwsConsoleSignIn.
csv 
| apply “ aws_console “ 
| `regressionstatistics(“risk_score 
“, “predicted(risk_score)”)`

Root Mean Square Error and R^2 values 
provide an idea of the magnitude of the 
error. R^2 presents an indication of the 
effectiveness of a set of predictions to the 
actual values. The value is between 0 and 
1. The value near 0 indicates the model 
is not a good fit, as seen in Figure 12. 

After analyzing the performance, if 
the performance is not satisfactory, 
additional features can be extracted. 
As an example, including Geolocation 
data from Maxmind Geodatabase for 
the new context of Geolocation for 
the IP addresses involved will help 
improve the effectiveness of the model.

Figure 10 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit

Figure 11 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit - Actual vs. Predicted Chart

Figure 12 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit - RMSE
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Once the performance is satisfactory, 
security team should deploy the model 
using the apply <model> command. 
After implementing the model, security 
analysts should continually tune the model 
based on the feedback from the security 
analysts who are analyzing the results. 

3.4 Use Case 2 – Detecting Suspicious API 
calls

3.4.1 Define features

The “AwsApiCall” events were explored 
using domain expertise on AWS Cloud 
security with the goal of understanding 
which fields will be beneficial to 
determine any suspicious AWS API calls. 

Some of the relevant fields identified are:

 i sourceIPAddress
 i eventSource
 i eventName
 i userIdentity:arn
 i eventTime
 i userAgent
 i userIdentity:type

3.4.2 Choose and apply a learning algorithm

AwsAPICall.csv is generated using the 
AWS logs from the lab environment. 

Splunk command can be used to export 
the events with defined features as CSV:

* sourcetype=”aws:cloudtrail” 
eventType=AwsAPICall | table 
sourceIPAddress, eventSource , 
eventName , userIdentity.arn, 
eventTime, userAgent, userIdentity.
type

Security professionals should add 
risk scores to these events. The risk 
scores should be assigned based on the 
security domain knowledge and the 
environment. A sample record from the 
AwsAPICall.csv is shown in Figure 13.

Create New Model – AwsAPICall

The goal of this machine learning model 
is to predict a risk score to identify the 
highest set of suspicious API calls. In 
the Machine Learning Toolkit app, 
choose Assistants -> Predict Numeric 
fields, and in the search box provide 
the input file AwsConsoleSignIn.
csv using the command:
| inputlookup AwsAPICall.csv

AwsAPICall.csv is provided as 
input file. The search loads all the 
records in the AwsAPICall.csv file 
for analysis. The following options 
are chosen to create the model:

Algorithm: LinearRegression. 

Field to predict: riskScore

In the configuration highlighted 
in Figure 14, the fields used for 

predicting are: “sourceIPAddress”, 
“eventSource” , “eventName” , 
“userIdentity.arn”, “eventTime”, 
“userAgent”, “userIdentity.type”  

The resultant set of Splunk 
commands are below:
| inputlookup AwsAPICall.csv
| fit LinearRegression fit_
intercept=true “riskScore” from 
“sourceIPAddress”, “eventSource” 
, “eventName” , “userIdentity.
arn”, “eventTime”, “userAgent”, 
“userIdentity.type”  into “aws_
apicall”

Supervised learning is used in our 
example, the machine learning algorithm 
LinearRegression is provided with 
AWS log data and actual risk scores. 
The resultant model aws_console will 
try to predict the risk score given the 
set of features “sourceIPAddress”, 
“eventSource” , “eventName” , 
“userIdentity.arn”, “eventTime”, 
“userAgent”, “userIdentity.type”

Evaluate results and update the model

The data is split 70 % for training 
and 30 % for testing and evaluating 
the model. This helps understand 
the accuracy of the model.

After fitting the model, Splunk Machine 
Learning Toolkit performs the necessary 
computations used for measuring 

Figure 14 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit

Figure 13 Sample Record AWSAPICAll
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the performance of the model. Plot 
actual vs. predicted values on a line 
chart as depicted in Figure 15 helps 
understand the efficiency of the model.

Root Mean Square Error and R^2 values 
provide an idea of the magnitude of 
the error. R^2 presents an indication of 
the effectiveness of a set of predictions 
to the actual values. The value is 
between 0 and 1. The value near 1 
indicates the model is a good fit. 

After analyzing, if the performance is 
not satisfactory, additional features can 
be extracted. As an example, including 
AWS VPC information for the context 
of VPCs involved in an event will help 
improve the effectiveness of the model.

Once the performance is satisfactory, 
deploy the model using the apply 
<model> command. After implementing 
the model, security analysts should 
continually tune the model based on 
the feedback from the security analysts 
who are analyzing the results. 

This section highlights how Splunk 
Machine Learning toolkit could be 

used to create, evaluate and deploy 
Machine Learning models. The two 
models generated are examples with 
very few data records created in the 
lab to prototype the Splunk Machine 
Learning toolkit functionality. 
Security teams should test, tune and 
deploy the Machine Learning models 
according to the AWS environment. 

There are only two use cases discussed in 
this article. Another practical use case that 
might be useful is determining anomalous 
network traffic sessions between various 
AWS VPCs. Threat modeling with inputs 
from adversary Tools, Techniques, and 
Procedures (TTPs) can be used to identify 
additional security monitoring use cases 
in AWS environments. After determining 
the use case, the methodology 
discussed in this article can be used to 
evaluate features and apply Machine 
Learning model to new use cases.

Machine learning is very data hungry 
and ingesting a lot of data for creating 
machine learning models will produce 
useful results. Also, if multiple data 
sources are used to extract features, 
greater fidelity can be achieved. As an 

example, including Geolocation data 
for the additional context of the IP 
addresses involved will help improve 
the effectiveness of the model.

4 CONCLUSION

This article highlights how to implement 
machine learning techniques for AWS 
logs. Machine learning techniques 
were applied in this article to identify 
suspicious events in IaaS environments. 
Identity is the new perimeter and 
using machine learning techniques 
to identity data in combination with 
other telemetry data will help security 
professionals identify suspicious events. 
As a first step, the security team members 
should understand the monitoring 
requirements, understand the data 
and evaluate the suitable methods. 
The security team should consider if 
machine learning is appropriate for the 
nature of the logs, explore, visualize 
and select the features as inputs to 
creating the model. After building and 
testing the model, the security team 
should apply the model to real-time 
traffic(data). After using the model, 

Figure 15 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit - Plot actual vs. predicted value

Figure 16 Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit - RMSE
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the security team should periodically 
evaluate the results and tune the model. 

Many machine learning solutions are 
becoming available like Microsoft Azure 
ML Studio, Amazon Machine Learning, 
Databricks Spark, Splunk Machine 
Learning toolkit. All of these machine 
learning tools make the implementation 
of machine learning models very intuitive 
and easy to implement with simple 
user interfaces. These user interfaces 
encapsulate the mathematics and 
coding involved in traditional machine 
learning application languages like R. 

Using Amazon Machine Learning 
for security monitoring was explained 
with demos in the AWS re Invent 2016 
Conference (Videos from re Invent 
2016 security and compliance sessions, 
2016). As the cloud implementations 
evolve, the security teams should also 
learn the advantages and new ways of 
implementing security operations and 
security monitoring activities. Automation 
and machine learning are two key areas in 
the cloud that give an edge to defenders.

A defender has to detect only one of 
the attacker’s activity before successful 
completion of attacker’s objectives. As 
defenders, the goal is to deploy defense 
in depth strategy by placing preventive 
and detective controls at every layer to 
introduce high cost for an attacker to 
achieve his objectives. Machine Learning 
can be one useful tool in the defense 
in depth strategy to detect suspicious 
activity. After identification of the 
suspicious activity, using forensics, the 
security teams could be able to track 
and trace any activity performed by the 
attacker and take remediation actions. 

Some other use cases that might 
benefit from this solution are Risk 
Management, Security Automation/
Orchestration, User/Network 
Behavior Analytics, Fraud Detection, 
Threat Hunting, Threat Intelligence 
aggregation from various sources, and 
Incident Response/Forensic Analysis.
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 i Build a test AWS 
environment 

 i Create Free Tier 
AWS account

 i Enable Cloudtrail

 i Create accounts 
using IAM

APPENDIX A - LAB SETUP
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The DoD Cybersecurity Policy Chart  – Continued

 i Build a Splunk test 
environment – 

 i Getting AWS 
Cloudtrail logs 
to Splunk

 i Install Splunk 
Enterprise 6.5

 i Download and 
Install Splunk 
Add-on for 
Amazon Web 
Services

 i Download and 
Install Splunk 
App for AWS 
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 i Install the app and 
restart Splunk

 i Splunk App 
for AWS

The Splunk App 
for AWS gives you 
significant operational 
and security insight 
into your Amazon 
Web Services account 
and infrastructure.
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The DoD Cybersecurity Policy Chart  – Continued

 i Configured Splunk 
Add-on with 
AWS credentials

 i Installing Machine 
Learning Toolkit

 i Download and 
Install Python 
for Scientific 
Computing
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 i Download and 
Install Machine 
Learning Toolkit

 i This step completes 
the lab setup.

Unsupervised Learning 
Example – Detecting 
Categorical Outliers
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QUANTUM
COMPUTING AND
CYBERSECURITY

By: Daksha Bhasker, P�Eng (CIE), MBA, CISM, CISSP, CCSK, Comcast

CRYPTOGRAPHY IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF A 
CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL’S TOOLKIT.
It is used for Confidentiality, Integrity, Non-repudiation and more. 
Cryptosystems are the cornerstone for securing communication, 
data and information systems globally and are deeply embedded in 
most technologies. Cryptography is integral to hordes of applications 
where people use it unknowingly, barely giving thought to underlying 
cryptography at work. The imminent arrival of quantum computers is 
poised to shake up the current state of cryptography.
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of problems, that classical computers 
cannot. Quantum computers with the 
power to solve mathematics underlying 
classical cryptosystems are on their way.

A race for quantum supremacy between 
various players, industry, government 
and academia, to build the most capable 
quantum computer is underway. 
Physicists, computer scientists, engineers, 
mathematicians and geeks have a head 
start, working on quantum computing 
for well over two decades. In recent 
years it has become increasingly 
clear that cybersecurity professionals 
have an important role to play in 
addressing potential vulnerabilities in 
the development and implementation 
of this incredible technology.

The principle underpinning the 
effectiveness of cryptography is that the 
work effort, resources and time needed for 
cryptoanalysis is either infeasible with the 
technology available at the present time, 
or the time taken to defeat the applied 
cryptography is significantly larger than 
the meaningful useful lifespan of the 
encrypted information. This principle has 
been defeated before. The Turing Bombe 
in World War II defeated the German 
Enigma machines’ encryption scheme. 40-
bit encryption was common in software 
released before 1999, especially those 
based on RC2 and RC4 algorithms. The 
40-bit key cipher system approved for 
use in the 1990s was defeated by the end 
of the 20th century, when a single PC 
could search a 240 key space in a matter 

Every emerging technology has two 
faces, one that revs up the potential for 
technical evolution propelling humanity 
into the future, the other a harbinger of 
novel security vulnerabilities and attacks 
inconceivable before. Quantum computing 
is no different in this regard and has 
breathed life into theoretical mathematics 
from the late nineties, making 
them potentially the most powerful 
codebreaking tools ever developed. 
In Quantum computing, a quantum 
bit (qubit) can hold multiple values 
simultaneously whereas a classic bit holds 
a single binary value of 0 or 1, theoretically 
enabling a single qubit to take part in 
multiple computations simultaneously. 
This makes quantum computers 
extremely adept at solving certain types 
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of hours, ushering in 128-bit encryption 
[1]. And thus, through the numerous 
ciphers and algorithms that have been 
deprecated and retired, over the years, 
new ones instated with larger key sizes 
and progressively harder mathematical 
problems underlying them. Today, we 
stand yet again, at a similar threshold of 
cryptographic evolution for popularly 
used crypto-schemes with the anticipated 
prowess of quantum computing capable 
of rendering them no longer secure. 

Quantum computers are astonishing 
contraptions that stabilize sub-atomic 
particles called qubits that are fragile 
and can lose their data if disturbed. 
In quantum computing a qubit is the 
basic unit of quantum information and 
operations are conducted by manipulating 
its quantum mechanical properties. 
Quantum computers are maintained at 
zero degrees kelvin and isolated from 
disturbances through noise, temperature 
change, electrical fluctuations or 
vibrations. Therefore, they are neither 
small nor portable at this time.

In 1996 Grover’s algorithm, proved that 
quantum computers could implement 
search functions in O√N time, where N 
is the size of the function’s domain [2]. 
This essentially means that a symmetric 
key can be brute forced in square-root of 
the time it previously could. It is estimated 
that a quantum computer with 2953 
qubits is able to brute force AES128 [3]. 
The proposed quick fix to build resistance 
against quantum attacks targeting 
symmetric cryptography is to double the 
key length. This mitigates speed up by 
square-root time from quantum attacks. 
This means that to have the same level 
of protection as AES256, a standard 
commonly used today, AES512 would 
need to be deployed. Keep in mind that 
where secret keys are not pre-shared 
securely, key exchange of symmetric 
key cryptography often leverages 
asymmetric public key cryptography. 

In 1997 Peter Shor published a 
quantum algorithm that performs 
prime factorization of integers and 

solves discrete logarithm problems 
in polynomial time. Cryptographic 
algorithms such as RSA, ECC and Diffie-
Hellman that depend on the inability 
of classical computers to complete such 
calculations are now broken by quantum 
computers. In fact, in 2001, a group in 
IBM demonstrated Shor’s algorithm on 
a 7-qubit factorizing the prime number 
15 using nuclear magnetic resonance 
techniques to manipulate the qubits [4]. 
It is estimated that 2048-bit RSA requires 
4096 qubits and 224 ECC requires 1300 
to 1600 qubit quantum computers to 
break respectively [5]. Essentially both 
the technology and mathematics to break 
cryptography as we know it has been 
proven. The only missing element is the 
number of qubits in universal quantum 
computers available for operations today.

This brings us back to the racetracks 
where the community is watching with 
bated breath, the exciting race for the 
proclaimed arrival of the “Supreme” 
universal quantum computer. There are 
numerous companies such as IBM, Intel 
and Google [6], building and stabilizing 
the quirky qubits at zero degrees 
kelvin and error correction algorithms 
for consistent performance quantum 
computer. Rigetti has publicly announced 
a 128 Qubit Universal quantum computer 

for deployment in 2019 [7]. In a mere 
two years, the technology has developed 
from 3 qubit computers to 72 qubit 
computers (figure -1). D-wave and 
Fujitsu have 2048-qubit and 1024-qubit 
annealing quantum computers respectively 
[8], however they are special purpose 
computers intended to solve specialized 
problems [9]. Notably, quantum 
computers are not to be mistaken for 
faster computers, in fact, they are good 
at solving a completely different set of 
problems that classical computers are not 
good at, such as, optimization (e.g the 
travelling salesman problem), machine 
learning, biomedical simulations and 
financial services among others [10]. 

In response, the NIST 2016 report on 
post-quantum cryptography published 
the following (Table-1), impact of 
quantum computing on common 
cryptographic algorithms [11].

The cryptosystems listed in Table-1 are 
pervasive in our environment today: 
and the post quantum crypto-stack 
includes: web browsers, certificates, Tor, 
Signal, imessaging, software updates, 
mobile phones connecting to cell 
towers, credit cards transactions, secure 
boot, code signing, secure password 
hashing, checksums, encrypted disks, file 

Figure 1
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systems, databases, digital 
signatures, key exchange, 
protocols as TLS, IPSec, 
SSH S/MIME, DNSSec, 
and lower level modules 
as gnu multi-precision 
libraries (GMP), Number 
theory libraries (NTL), 
AES block ciphers, hash 
functions, random number 
generators, HSMS, TPMs 
and much more [12] [13].

NIST is currently 
working on analyzing, rigorously testing 
various candidates for post-quantum 
algorithms and expects to release draft 
standards between 2022 and 2024. 
NIST is concerned with the long-term 
viability and robustness of an algorithm, 
therefore its diligence is very thorough, 
and will among other parameters, 
evaluate an algorithms’ efficiency, 
confidence against cryptoanalysis, 
usability and interoperability 
before releasing standards [14].

As of 2016 the National Security Agency 
(NSA), in anticipation of the transition to 
quantum resistant algorithm has retired 
for use by organizations that run classified 
and unclassified national security systems 
(NSS) and vendors that build products 
used in the NSS the following: ECDH 
and ECDSA with NIST P-256, SHA-
256, AES-128, RSA with 2048-bit keys, 
Diffie-Hellman with 2048-bit keys [15]. 
The NSA announcement of the adoption 
of the commercial national security 
algorithm suite (CNSA) has been issued 
with the intent to enable NSS developers 
and operators to plan, budget, design and 
build new cryptography into their systems 
[15]. The NSS has further advised that 
the following set of public cryptographic 
standards (Table-2) be used to protect 
the NSS until acceptable standards for 
quantum resistant cryptography become 
available and are approved for use: 

This is an interim measure and in the 
longer term the NSA expects all its 
systems and suppliers to use standardized 
quantum resistant algorithms [15]. 

In the meantime, as 
of 2016, NIST has 
proposed a “hybrid 
mode” [12] and 
stated that “a focus 
on maintaining 
crypto-agility is 
imperative” [16]. 
A hybrid mode 
is a transition or 
migration step to 
post-quantum cryptography where such 
a mode combines a classical algorithm 
with a post-quantum one. Cryptographic 
agility or crypto-agility is the ability to 
easily make changes to cryptographic 
algorithms and protocols used in a system 
without having to rebuild the system [17]. 

Based on this information, there are 
several steps the community should take 
to further secure itself. In the past 10 years, 
our industry has been through several 
significant cryptographic updates: SHA-1, 
MD-5, RSA-1024 [18]. Some of these 
updates took as many as 10 years, and 
several retired protocols continue to lurk 
around in disparate software, systems and 
infrastructure. If history is any indicator 
of how effectively (or ineffectively) we 
handle change of cryptographic protocols, 
we can anticipate a challenge in updating 
fast enough to meet the quantum era.

Some experts speculate that there is close 
race between NIST’s post-quantum 
cryptographic standards expected in 
2022 – 2024 and the development of a 
universal quantum computer that can 
break classical cryptography forecasted 
to arrive between 2023 – 2033. In fact, 

considering change management windows 
for cryptography and deeply embedded 
cryptosystems in our technical ecosystems, 
some analysts suggest that the race to 
secure our data and infrastructure is a 
challenging one. It has been reported, 
that hackers and intelligence agencies 
are actively harvesting encrypted data 
today, with the intent to decrypt in the 
future once a capable quantum computer 
arrives [19]. Information assets (such as 
customer contracts, intellectual property 
etc.), whose lifespan exceeds 5 to 10 
years as of today, are at potential risk 
of exposure by advances in quantum 
computing, if not adequately protected.

Regardless of the exact time of arrival 
of the crypto-defeating quantum 
computer, our entire cryptographic 
algorithm ecosystem is inevitably coming 
up for one or several cryptographic 
updates imminently, only with shorter 
time windows in which to execute 
these changes than ever before in the 
past. In the time preceding standards 
announcement by the NIST on 
quantum-resistant cryptography, we 
have opportunities to proactively 
prepare ourselves in numerous ways.

Algorithm Usage

RSA 3072-bit or larger Key Establishment, Digital Signature

Diffie-Hellman (DH) 3072-bit or larger Key Establishment

ECDH with NIST P-384 Key Establishment

ECDSA with NIST P-384 Digital Signature

SHA-384 Integrity

AES-256 Confidentiality

Table 2 [15]

Table 1 [11]

Cryptographic Algorithm Type Purpose
Impact from large scale 

quantum computer

AES Symmetric Key Encryption Larger key sizes needed

SHA-2, SHA-3 -------------- Hash Functions Larger output needed

RSA Public Key Signatures, Key establishment No longer secure

ECDSA, ECDH (Elliptical Curve Cryptography) Public Key Signatures, Key Exchange No longer secure

DSA (Finite Field Cryptography) Public Key Signatures, Key Exchange No longer secure
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Risk Assessment: Security is essentially 
about managing risks aligned with the 
business objectives of an organization 
through various security controls, 
where cryptography is one control, 
albeit a critical one. Risk assessment is 
the first step to understanding risks to 
the business. There are numerous risk 
assessment frameworks available. Select 
one that is suitable for your organization 
and industry for quantum risk assessment. 
The Global Risk Institute describes a six-
phase quantum risk framework to assess, 
evaluate, implement and integrate with 
the organizations’ cyber risk assessment 
and management framework. [20]

 i Phase 1 – Identify and document 
information assets, and their 
current cryptographic protection

 i Phase 2 – Research the state of 
emerging quantum computers 
and quantum-safe cryptography. 

 i Phase 3 – Identify threat 
actors, and estimate their 
time to access technology.

 i Phase 4 – Identify the lifetime of 
your assets, and the time required 
to transform the organization’s 
technical infrastructure to 
a quantum-safe state

 i Phase 5 – Determine quantum 
risk by calculating whether 
business assets will become 
vulnerable before the organization 
can move to protect them

 i Phase 6 – Identify and prioritize 
the activities required to maintain 
awareness and to migrate the 
organization’s technology 
to a quantum-safe state.

Hybrid schemes/Crypto-
experimentation: There are numerous 
quantum safe algorithms available today 
that have never been broken, such as 
NTRU [21], NewHope, McEliece [22]
among many others. Google has an 
experimental web browser Canary that 

uses the NewHope algorithm [22]. 
Cryptographers caution that post-quantum 
algorithms are under study. Cryptographers 
and cryptanalysts are learning about them, 
and they should not be positioned as post-
quantum secure as yet [23]. However, 
experimenting with PQC, alongside 
classical cryptography, offers invaluable 
insight into the effort, implementation, 
interoperability and operational 
aspects of the new mathematics 
underlying the impending post-
quantum cryptographic (PQC) suites. 

Crypto-Agility: Crypto-agility or 
cryptographic agility, is the capacity for 
an information security system to adopt 
an alternative to the original encryption 
method or cryptographic primitive without 
significant change to system infrastructure 
[24]. Besides the looming quantum 
threat there are myriad of drivers for 
crypto-agility such as emergence of new 
cryptographic standards, new legislation 
such as GDPR, discovery of a new 
vulnerability in a cryptographic function 
that requires an update fix. Business 
needs where old legacy devices with weak 
cryptography needs to be managed through 
a prolonged retirement lifecycle. Exposure 
is significantly reduced if crypto-agility 
design principles are in place. Integrate 
crypto-agility as a core premise of the 
cryptography lifecycle management.

Crypto-agile abstraction essentially 
decouples the implementation of 
cryptographic suites from the application, 
solution or infrastructure itself. The 
algorithms are not hardcoded and 
systems are able to change cryptography 

dynamically or with a simple update. 
Usage of cryptography suites must 
be manageable separately from the 
solution and the cryptography must be 
portable across multiple devices without 
having to rebuild new systems [25]. 
Cryptographic change is constant and the 

slower an entity is to respond to adopt 
a cryptography update, the greater the 
vulnerability to a potential cyberattack.

The new attribute, crypto-agility has 
been added to the suite of elements 
under the umbrella of cryptographic 
life cycle management. All components 
of a cryptographic system such as keys, 
certificates, algorithms, ciphers are 
implemented, optimized and collectively 
managed to the desired security objective 
of the asset it is protecting. For all 
systems, solutions, software, firmware 
and infrastructure there needs to be 
an approach that assumes that the 
cryptographic algorithms will change 
during the course of its useful lifetime and 
have an inbuilt capability to seamlessly 
incorporate this cryptographic change or 
update. It makes sense to plan for crypto-
agility as part of cryptographic life-cycle 
management and build products and 
solution with crypto-agile abstraction 
and architectures in mind to prepare for 
our collective quantum crypto-futures.

For new products, software, 
infrastructure and solutions being 
developed, ensure specifications that 
respect crypto-agile architectures 
and design principles. Use the latest 
cryptographic schemes approved and the 
most secure postures as publicized by the 
standards and regulatory bodies based 
on the industry in question. Consider 
scenarios that may require the solutions 
to be capable of doubling the key length, 
hash strings or similar crypto-applications 
via a simple configuration change. 
Architect products and infrastructure such 
that they are capable of running both 
classical and quantum secure algorithms 
in parallel, to support the previously 
mentioned “hybrid” approach to PQC.

Supply Chain: Integrate quantum safe 
and hybrid cryptographic criteria into 
your procurement pipeline. Ensure that 
the products, equipment and software 
that is purchased today is capable of 
supporting cryptographic changes 
in the near future. Include crypto-
agility, crypto-agile abstraction, design 

"Risk assessment is the first step to understanding risks to 
the business."
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principles and architectures as part of 
your requirement specifications to third 
party suppliers. Require your suppliers to 
architect solutions such that when NIST 
announces PQC standards their solutions 
can transition and support them without 
a rebuild or a repurchase. Include crypto-
agility and PQC readiness criteria into 
your contracting language. Discuss the 
vendors’ consideration of quantum-safe 
algorithms and evaluate maturity of the 
vendors’ product roadmaps in this regard. 

Data Life Cycle Management: For 
information assets ensure data classification 
policies are utilized effectively throughout 
the organization. If there are data assets 
that are known to be of critical value such 
as trade secrets, customer and employee 
PII, financial information and records, 
intellectual property and the like, that 
essentially has a life span into years 
where a quantum computer may exist, 
consider tagging them and applying 
quantum resistant cryptographic (or 
hybrid) discipline around its storage, 
transit and management throughout its 
lifecycle. Know where your crown jewels 
are, the current state of cryptographic 
protection applied and pre-emptively 
plan a strategy to manage the risks 
of the quantum cryptography era. 

Inventory Applications that use 
Cryptography: Armed with the 
inventory of information assets that 
must be protected, knowing what 
applications, protocols, infrastructure 
interact with the data along with the 
cryptography in place will enable 
prepare for necessary algorithm swaps or 
changes in parameters that are integral 
to crypto-agility [26]. There are tools 
available in the market that enable this, 
such as Infosec Global’s Agilescan [27]. 

Industry Standards, Audits and 
Compliance: Most industries grapple 
with an alphabet soup of standards such 
as GDPR, PCI Compliance, HIPAA. 
Many of these standards require an array 
of specific security controls requiring 
auditability. Several standards require 
assurance that implemented cryptography 

is current and secure. One can anticipate 
that as PQC is standardized, industry 
standards will cascade and fold updated 
PQC requirements into their own 
standards. It is advisable to assess the 
impact of managing cryptographic 
updates for an ecosystem of technologies, 
in context to compliance and auditability. 

Business Continuity Planning: While 
PQC readiness is certainly a better 
antidote in the face of a probabilistic zero-
day attack from quantum computing, it 
is impossible to be a 100% prepared for 
a new technology with newly emerging 
quantum attack vectors. As with any 
novel threat, ensure business continuity 
plans concern themselves with the 
impacts from PQC. Business drivers and 
risk appetites of certain businesses may 
drive PQC strategy to be skewed more 
towards mitigation and remediation 
rather than prevention. Conducting 
table top exercises on PQC impacts as 
relates to business continuity planning 
and recovery would be valuable. 

Incident Response Plan: Throughout 
history we have seen cryptography 
succumb to attacks in various ways, brute 
force, poor implementation, side channel 
attacks, mathematical developments 
among others. In the current climate 
of accelerated crypto-updates, it is 
recommended that the SOC be up to 
date on crypto-agile concepts and the 
vulnerabilities of classic cryptography 
to quantum attacks. Gartner suggests 
including cryptographic alternatives 
and algorithm swap-out procedures 
in incident response plans [26].

Quantum Products Market Awareness: 
The quantum computing related products 
and services marketplace is extremely 
active. Morgan-Stanley has forecasted 
a market potential of $5 to $10 billion 
annually over the next ten years [28], 
with a CAGR of 24.6% over 2018-2024 

projected by Homeland Security Research 
[29]. There are new and innovative 
products and services becoming available, 
such as, cryptographic cipher scanning 
tools, quantum-proof digital certificates 
poised to remake the PKI industry, 
PQC ready hardware security modules 
to name a few. There may be solutions 

available that enable the PQC transition 
for your organization on certain fronts.

As discussed, cybersecurity professionals 
have a lot of work ahead in preparation 
for the entrance of quantum computing 
into the world of cryptography. While 
not typically quantum scientists, 
cybersecurity professionals are specialists 
in their own right and post quantum 
cybersecurity needs the attention of 
every cybersecurity professional, not 
in quantum time, but NOW.  At this 
time preparation is our best defense 
against the future quantum attack on our 
information assets and infrastructure.
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Core Analysis Task (CAT) Program
A Pre-Awarded, Pre-Competed Contract Vehicle.
CSIAC provides Subject Matter Expert (SME) support on an as-needed basis to quickly address 
technical requirements with minimal contracting effort. CSIAC provides such solutions via the 
utilization of our Core Analysis Task (CAT) service/capability. CSIAC is a competitively awarded 
contract with Indefi nite Delivery/Indefi nite Quantity (ID/IQ) provisions that allow us to rapidly 
respond to our users’ most important needs and requirements. Custom solutions are delivered by 
executing user-defi ned and funded CAT projects without the need for further competition.

Through the CAT program, CSIAC is a pre-competed contracting vehicle, enabling the DoD and 
other agencies to obtain technical support for specifi c projects/programs that fall within one of 
the CSIAC technology areas. As with any inquiry, the fi rst four hours are free. If the scope requires 
a CAT, CSIAC will assist with the development of a Performance of Work Statement (PWS) to be 
approved by the Contracting Offi cer’s Representative (COR).

Key Advantages of working with CSIAC:
Expansive Technical Domain
The CSIAC’s broad technical scope provides numerous pre-qualifi ed resources for potential 
projects, and is especially valuable for today’s information system challenges that frequently 
cross multiple domains.

Comprehensive STI Repositories
As a consolidation of three predecessor Information Analysis Centers (IACs), CSIAC has a 
wealth of expertise, data and information to support the successful completion of CATs.

Expansive Subject Matter Expert Network
CSIAC is able to leverage reach-back support from its expansive SME Network, including technical 
experts from the CSIAC staff, team members, or the greater community, to complete CATs.

Minimal Start-Work Delay
Not only does CSIAC provide DoD and other government agencies with a contract vehicle, 
but as a pre-competed single award CPFF IDIQ, work can begin in just a matter of weeks.

Apply the Latest Research Findings
CSIAC draws from the most recent studies performed by agencies across the DoD, 
leveraging the STI holdings of the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC). The results 
of all CSIAC CATs and other DoD-funded efforts are collected and stored in DTIC’s STI 
repository to support future efforts by the CSIAC and others.

How To Get Started
If you have a need for CSIAC technical support, the fi rst step is to contact us. All Technical 
Inquiries are free to the customer for up to four hours of service. If the scope of the support is more 
extensive and requires a CAT, CSIAC will assist with the development and submission of the task 
description and related contract documents. CATs may be awarded as either Cost Plus Fixed Fee 
(CPFF) or Firm Fixed Price (FFP) delivery orders.

Inquiries may be submitted by email to info@csiac.org, 
or by phone at 1-800-214-7921.

Please visit our website for more information:
https://www.csiac.org/services/core-analysis-task-cat-program/

266 Genesee Street
Utica, NY 13502

1-800-214-7921
https://www.csiac.org

Who We Are
The Cyber Security Information Systems 
Information Analysis Center (CSIAC) is the 
DoD’s Center of Excellence in Cyber 
Security and Information Systems, 
covering the following technical domains: 

 i Cybersecurity

 i Software Engineering 

 i Modeling and Simulation

 i Knowledge Management/
Information Sharing

CSIAC is chartered to leverage best 
practices and expertise from government, 
industry, and academia to solve the most 
challenging scientifi c and technical 
problems. The Center specializes in the 
collection, analysis, synthesis, and 
dissemination of Scientifi c and Technical 
Information (STI) to produce solutions in 
support of the defense community.

Our Team
Quanterion Solutions Incorporated is the 
prime contractor responsible for operating 
the CSIAC. In addition to Quanterion, 
customers also have access to the other 
members of the CSIAC team which include 
leading technology corporations as well 
as prestigious academic institutions that 
perform cutting edge research activities to 
expand our knowledge base.
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Need Specialized Technical Support with Easy Contract Terms?
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